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Abstract
Making combined use of the Matrix and Maldacena conjectures, the relation be-
tween various thermodynamic transitions in super Yang-Mills (SYM) and supergravity
is claried. The thermodynamic phase diagram of an object in DLCQ M-theory in
four and ve non-compact space dimensions is constructed; matrix strings, matrix
black holes, and black p-branes are among the various phases. Critical manifolds are
characterized by the principles of correspondence and longitudinal localization, and a
triple point is identied. The microscopic dynamics of the Matrix string near two of





1 Introduction and summary
The thermodynamic phase structure of a theory is an excellent probe into the underlying
physics. Transitions among dierent phases reflect the dynamics via the stability or metasta-
bility of various congurations, while order parameters often characterize global properties.
M/String theory is no exception in this regard.
In particular, two thermodynamic transition mechanisms in M/String theories have re-
cently been a focus of the literature. One example occurs when the curvature near the
horizon of a supergravity solution becomes of the order of the string scale; the state becomes
‘stringy’, and acquires an alternative string theoretical description, either by a perturbative
string or by supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) D-brane dynamics [1]. This metamorpho-
sis might be regarded as a phase transition in the embedding theory, and is known as the
correspondence principle. A second transition mechanism is associated with the mechanics
of localizing a state in a compact direction. Of particular interest in discrete light-cone
quantization (DLCQ) is the localization eect in the longitudinal direction R+ (or R11 in
the innite momentum frame (IMF)) [2, 3, 4, 5]. Particularly, a state with xed rest mass




 q−1 : (1)
If the system characterizes an object of size r0, then we need r0 < R+ to localize the object.
For example, for a black hole satisfying the equation of state Mr0 = S, we need
N > S ; (2)
otherwise the black hole lls the longitudinal direction and becomes a black string. 4 We
will call the transition at N  S a localization transition. Other geometrical, but non-
longitudinal, eects of this sort may also be expected [6].
If there existed a single framework { one description that realizes the dierent phases
of M-theory { then this theory should exhibit the critical phenomena associated with these
various transitions. The Matrix theory conjecture proposes such a framework: U(N) SYM
on a torus is supposed to manifest a rich structure of M/String theory phases such as black
holes, strings and D-branes [7]. SYM thermodynamics is then endowed with a cornucopia
of critical behaviors. Field theoretically, transitions between SYM phases are possible as
functions of the size and shape of the torus, the YM coupling, the temperature, and the
rank of the gauge group.
4This intuitive argument ignores the eects of gravity. The momentum of an object back-reacts on the
nearby geometry and in particular changes the available proper longitudinal volume; such eects do not
aect the conclusion (2), however [5].
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A complementary recent conjecture of Maldacena [8, 9] provides us with the tools to
study SYM thermodynamics in regimes previously considered intractable. It states that
the macroscopic physics of M/string theory in the vicinity of some large charge source (a
regime accurately described by supergravity), is equivalent to that of super Yang-Mills.
Finite temperature SYM physics acquires in certain regimes a geometrical description, that
of the near horizon region of near-extremal supergravity solutions. RG flow is mapped onto
transport in the geometry about the horizon; correlation functions in the SYM probe dierent
distances from the horizon as one changes the separation of operator insertions relative to
the correlation length (thermal wavelength) in the SYM.
Our plan is to use the Maldacena conjecture, along with the interpretation of the SYM
physics from the Matrix theory perspective, to piece together the phase diagram of an object
in DLCQ M-theory. In parallel, we will end up making statements about the critical behavior
of SYM thermodynamics on the torus well into non-perturbative eld theory regimes.
We focus on type IIA theory on T p with p = 4; 5 (4+1d and 5+1d SYM theory). One
reason for this is that gravitational interactions are longer-range, and suciently strong to
be important for state transitions, in lower dimensions (higher p). Also, the cases with p = 1
and p = 2 require slightly more eort; and the case p = 3 is conformal { the SYM coupling gY
is dimensionless, so that quantitative control is required for some questions to be addressed.
We conne this report to a more qualitative sketch of the phase diagram; for example, we
ignore numerical coecients in state equations. We hope to return to a discussion of the
situation for p  3 elsewhere. In particular, the cases p = 3; 2 are relevant to both matrix
theory and string theory in anti-de Sitter space, and thus their phase diagrams should be
rather interesting.
Our main conclusions come in two pieces. The rst consists of an overview of previous
observations [1, 3, 5, 9, 6], put in a new unifying perspective. Figure 1 summarizes the
situation. It is the phase diagram traced out by a single object in matrix theory on T 4 or T 5.
We are assuming that the dierent states we track are characterized by long enough lifetimes
so that it makes sense to describe them thermodynamically, as (meta)stable phases. In super
Yang-Mills, one has in mind starting the system with all scalar eld vacuum expectation
values bounded in some appropriately small region, such that the interactions sustain a
long-lived cohesive state.
In the gure, the limit of validity of the SYM description for the DLCQ string theory is
determined by the upper right curve. In the shaded region, the theory is suciently strongly
coupled at the scale of the temperature that it is not accurately described by super Yang-
Mills theory; rather, one must pass to the six-dimensional (2,0) theory [10] for p = 4, or
the ill-understood ‘little string’ theory [11, 12] for p = 5. We will see that the dynamics of
interest to us occurs outside this region. We identify several phases in SYM on the torus; a



















































Triple Point Correspondence Curve
Matrix String
p+1 Interacting SYM
=  Black p-brane
Black Hole
BFKS Transition
Figure 1: The proposed thermodynamic phase diagram for the p+ 1d SYM on the torus, or
the DLCQ IIA theory, obtained by tracking an object in Matrix theory. On the horizontal
axis is the IIA string coupling, which is the aspect ratio of the SYM torus. The vertical axis
is the density of states of the object.
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Figure 2: The string self-interaction potential as a function of relative separation x along
the string, for p = 4; 5.
perhaps a ‘coexistence phase’ of a Matrix string with SYM vapor. On the upper left part,
the system evaporates into a weakly coupled SYM gas, over suciently short time scales
that one cannot think of the ensemble as that of a single object in spacetime. There is a
‘triple point’, a thermodynamic critical point of the DLCQ string theory where the three
transition manifolds coincide.
A brief description of the physics of the diagram is as follows: In type II DLCQ string
theory on T p, with p = 4; 5, there exists a (longitudinally wrapped) Dp-brane phase; it is
unstable at the BFKS point (the horizontal line at N  S in the diagram) to the formation
of a black hole because of longitudinal localization eects. Along another critical curve
(the diagonal line above N  S), the Dp brane freezes its strongly coupled excitations onto
a single direction of the torus, making a transition to a perturbative string through the
correspondence principle. In this regime, the thermodynamics is that of a near-extremal
fundamental (IIB) string supergravity solution, with curvature at the horizon becoming of
order the string scale. The correspondence mechanism also applies on the other side of the
BFKS transition; in this case, a matrix black hole makes a transition to a matrix string when
it acquires string scale curvature at the horizon. A coexistence phase, where both matrix
string and SYM gas excitations contribute strongly to the thermodynamics, may exist in
the region indicated on the diagram; this depends on the extent to which the object persists
long enough to treat it using the methods of equilibrium thermodynamics.
Our second set of results concerns the dynamics that leads to the correspondence transi-
tion, and is summarized by Figure 2. The plot depicts the mutual gravitational interaction
energy between a pair of points on a typical (thermally excited) macroscopic Matrix string,
as a function of the world-sheet distance x along the string separating the two points. This
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potential governs the dynamics of the Matrix string near a black hole or black brane tran-
sition, as it is approached from the weak coupling side. A bump in the potential occurs
at the thermal wavelength N=S for p = 4; 5 (ve or four noncompact spatial directions);
in these dimensions, the correspondence transition to a black hole is indeed caused by the
string’s self-interaction, as discussed in [13]. For smaller p (more noncompact spatial direc-
tions), there is no bump; similarly, in [13] the self-interactions could not cause a spontaneous
collapse to a black object. We will see that the height of the bump is proportional to the
gravitational coupling, such that it ‘connes’ excitations of the string on the strong-coupling
side of the correspondence transition.
This result supports a suggestion [14, 15] to describe the black hole phase as clustered
Matrix SYM excitations of size N=S. These correlated clusters were invoked in order that
the object with N > S can be localized in the longitudinal direction. Such a localization
necessarily involves the longitudinal momentum physics of Matrix theory. We nd that
a plausible argument for the dynamics with this potential gives the previously identied
correspondence curves as the boundaries of validity of the matrix string phase. For N < S,
one nds the transition to the interacting p + 1 SYM phase shown in Figure (1); while
for N > S, one nds the transition to the matrix black hole phase. Accounting for the
latter transition requires taking into consideration longitudinal momentum transfer eects
as in [14]; we justify this by a string theory amplitude calculation involving winding number
exchange in a dual picture. We thus conclude that we have identied the characteristics of
the microscopic mechanism of black hole formation from the SYM point of view.
The plan of the presentation is as follows: in section 2, we review the two conjectures
(Matrix and Maldacena) we will use in the analysis of the phase diagram. In section 3, we
bring together previous observations with some new ones to map out the phase diagram for
the DLCQ Matrix string. Section 4 extends our arguments at the triple point to the cases
of singly and doubly charged black holes. We also discuss a toy mechanism for clustering of
SYM excitations for the singly charged case, at the BFKS point. Section 5 discusses the self-
interaction of the Matrix string, the identication of the bump potential and comments about
its dynamics. We outline in the Appendices the calculation of the potential, and a scattering
amplitude calculation relevant the issue of longitudinal momentum transfer physics.
As we were nalizing the manuscript, a paper discussing related issues [16] came to our
attention.
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2 A couple of conjectures
2.1 The Matrix conjecture
A convenient way to summarize the Matrix theory conjecture is to say that DLCQ M-
theory on T p with N units of longitudinal momentum is a particular regime of an auxiliary
‘M-theory’ which freezes the dynamics onto a subsector of that theory. Consider such an
M-theory, with eleven-dimensional Planck scale ‘pl (which we denote (M,‘pl)) on a p + 1d
dimensional torus of radii Ri, i = 1 : : : p, and R the ‘M-theory circle’ of reduction to type
IIA string theory, in the limiting regime







and N units of KK momentum along R. It is proposed that [7, 17]
 This theory is equivalent to an (M ,‘pl) theory on the DLCQ background we denote by
D1;1T pR9−p, where D1;1 is a 1+1 dimensional subspace compactied on a lightlike
circle of radius R+, and the torus T
p has radii Ri (i = 1 : : : p). The map between the








with N units of momentum along R+.
 The dynamics of the M theory in the above limit can be described by a subset of its
degrees of freedom, that of N D0 branes of the IIA theory, up to a certain UV cuto.
The two propositions above, in conjunction, are referred to as the Matrix conjecture [7,
17].
T-dualizing on the Ri’s, we describe the D0 brane physics by the p + 1d SYM of N Dp


















The rst line is the M − IIA relation, the second that of T-duality. The limit (3) then
translates in the new variables to
0 ! 0 ; with g2Y = (2)
p−2gs
0(p−3)=2 and i xed ; (6)
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where the nomenclature g2Y and i refers to the coupling and radii of the corresponding
p+ 1d U(N) SYM theory, whenever it is well dened in this limit, i.e. for p  3.
For p > 3, we see from (6) that gs ! 1, the dilaton at innity diverges (i.e. in the
UV of the eld theory, according to Maldacena’s conjecture [8]); this is a statement of the
non-renormalizability of the corresponding SYM: New physics sets in the UV. For p = 4,
the D-branes physics is the IR limit of the six-dimensional (2,0) theory; while for p = 5,
it is that of a weakly coupled IIB NS5 brane [18, 19]. We ignore hereafter all cases with
p > 5. In summary, only at low enough energies the 4+1d and 5+1d SYM yield a proper
coarse-grained description of the needed dynamics.
2.2 The Maldacena conjecture
It is proposed [8] that in the limit (6), one can identify the physics of the SYM QFT at
dierent energy scales with the supergravity solution that is cast by the branes, whenever
such a solution is well dened. One is to identify string theory excitations of the supergravity
background with those of the QFT; this is essentially a correspondence between closed and
open string dynamics.
Here, we will study nite temperature physics. We will therefore make use of the ther-
modynamic version of the above statement, which identies the nite temperature vacuum
of the SYM describing N Dp branes with the geometry of the horizon region of the near
extremal supergravity solution the branes cast about them, whenever such a solution is sen-
sible [9]. In particular, we can extract the thermodynamics of SYM at nite temperature
in its non-perturbative regimes. Correlation functions in the SYM probe dierent distances
from the horizon in the supergravity solution as one changes the separation of operator inser-
tions relative to the SYM correlation length (thermal wavelength); coarse graining the SYM
theory to lower energies corresponds to moving towards to the center of the supergravity
solution, up until the near extremal horizon [20].
Our strategy will be to use the Maldacena conjecture as a tool, to study the thermody-
namics of Matrix strings and black holes; and conversely, to learn about the phase diagram
of supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory on the torus.
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3 A thermodynamic road-map
3.1 Preliminaries
A DLCQ IIA theory descends from the DLCQ M theory described above; we choose string
scale compactication
Ri  ‘s for i = 1 : : : p− 1 ; (7)
with





and a perturbative IIA regime
gs < 1 : (9)
We can in principle relax (7) at the expense of introducing new state variables, and a more
complicated (and richer) phase diagram; for simplicity, we will stick to this ‘IIA regime’.
Using the equations in the previous section, we can write the dictionary between our IIA




i = gsa for i = 1 : : : p− 1 ;
p = a ; (10)









We chose (9) so that we have i < p, simplifying our analysis later.
We study nite temperature physics of this IIA theory with the nite temperature vacuum
of the corresponding SYM. As mentioned in the introduction, we conne our analysis to p = 4
and p = 5.
3.2 Validity of SYM
Given that we are working with Matrix theory on T 4 and T 5, the rst question that must be
addressed concerns the validity of the description, given that SYM 4+1d and 5+1d are non-
renormalizable. New degrees of freedom are required to make sense of the SYM dynamics
as we probe it in the UV, i.e. as we navigate outward in the corresponding supergravity
solution. These new degrees of freedom for SYM 4+1d and 5+1d are associated with the
onset of strong coupling dynamics; the validity of the theories at dierent energy scales
8
is then determined by looking at the size of the dilaton vev at dierent locations in the
supergravity solution. For nite temperatures, physics at the thermal wavelength of the












We are looking at a xed time and radial slice; the radial variable is U , the i’s are coordinates
along the brane with identication i  i + i; dp is a numerical coecient; and Uo is the




−3S−2NV 2 : (13)







The nite temperature vacuum of the 4+1d and 5+1d SYM is a valid thermodynamic de-




 1) S  N
8−p
7−p g−1s : (15)
Note that this is a purely geometric statement, in terms of the horizon area and string cou-
pling; it will be seen to be insensitive to nite size eects due to the transverse torus. We then
choose to work on a two dimensional cross section in the S-gs plane of the thermodynamic
phase diagram, with xed N  1. In principle, one is to take the thermodynamic limit
N ! 1 with N=S xed, to see criticality; transition between phases at nite N discussed
here are smooth crossovers. It is expected that, in the innite N limit, the physics tends to
the appropriate critical behavior.
Let us for a while ignore the eects of the transverse torus. In the regime where the
curvature of the supergravity solution at the horizon is less than the string scale,
S  N
p−6
p−3 g−1s ; (16)
the SYM statistical mechanics obeys the equation of state [9, 21, 22]
Ep−9int  S
2(p−7)(g2Y )
p−3N7−pV 5−p : (17)
Beyond this regime, we have weakly coupled SYM, roughly a free gas of N2 gluons. These






































































Figure 3: The entropy S versus gs phase diagram showing the region of validity of the SYM
description, and the boundary between the free and interacting phases, ignoring nite size
eects. We assume N;S  1, and gs < 1, and x N for a given diagram.
Our assumption that nite size eects, due to the compactication of the i variables,
are of no relevance is the statement that, for high enough temperature (i.e. for thermal
wavelengths short enough with respect to the eective sizes of the torus), the local thermo-
dynamics is similar to that of the uncompactied case. The rest of this section is the study
of the breakdown of this regime; we would like to paint over Figure 3 new phases arising due
to the compactication of the background. In particular, we will argue that the geometry
describing the interacting p + 1d SYM phase gets modied due to the two transition mech-
anisms outlined in the Introduction; consequently, the correspondence line of equation (16)
is changed.
3.3 Finite size eects
A nite size eect in the supergravity regime that was determined in the work of [2, 3, 4, 5]
is the eect of the DLCQ radius R+ on the geometry. We saw from equation (2) that a black









The process of minimizing the Gibbs energies between the black hole and interacting SYM
phases yields a black hole phase as in Figure 4, independent of p, which is the BFKS obser-



















































Triple Point Correspondence Curve
Matrix String
p+1 Interacting SYM
=  Black p-brane
Black Hole
BFKS Transition
Figure 4: For the convenience of the reader, we reproduce Figure (1): The proposed ther-
modynamic phase diagram for the p+ 1d SYM on the torus, i.e. the DLCQ IIA theory.
The Schwarzschild black hole geometry will become stringy when its curvature near the
horizon becomes of the order of the string scale; the emerging state is a Matrix string in
the Matrix conjecture language, i.e. a 1 + 1 state with ZN holonomy on p. Minimizing
the Gibbs energy between the Matrix string and Matrix black hole phases leads to the
Horowitz-Polchinski correspondence curve [1, 13]
S  g−2s : (19)
This is a statement independent of N and p. At gc  N−1=2  N−1=4osc , where Nosc is the
string oscillator level, there exists an interesting critical point.
We next deal with nite size eects in the interacting p+1d SYM phase which are due to
the other radii i. This is problematic since, unlike the free case, the strongly coupled SYM
may acquire at nite temperature a nontrivial vacuum; for example, a vacuum characterized
by a holonomy sewing branes together. It is in such a regime that Susskind observed for
the case p = 3 that the eective size of the SYM box is bigger than i [6]. In the spirit of
Susskind’s transition, and inspired by the existence of a Matrix string phase on the left of
the phase diagram, we suggest that the nite size eect can be probed by comparing the





independent of p and matching5 onto the ‘triple point’ of correspondence. Even so, for these
5Figuratively speaking; we have dropped numerical coecients in this analysis; strictly speaking, this
critical ‘point’ may be a manifold of dimension greater than 0.
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values of S, N and gs, the 1 + 1d SYM is not described by the supergravity solution whose
equation of state we used. The analogue of Figure 3 with p = 1 has the correspondence
curve on the strong coupling side of the line where e = 1; in other words, the D string
supergravity solution is strongly coupled, as noted in [9]. However, the S-dual is the weakly
coupled supergravity solution of a fundamental IIB string source; its equation of state is the
same as the one used above, given that the entropy is to be calculated in the Einstein frame.
The curvature at the horizon of the S-dual solution becomes of order the string scale at
precisely (20) [9], beyond which a Matrix string description emerges. We can further check
the correctness of this conclusion by matching the p + 1d interacting SYM gas equation of
state with that of the Matrix string, the latter being the dominant phase on the other side of
this correspondence curve. The result is again (20). We conclude that the p+ 1d interacting
SYM makes a transition to a Matrix String at (20). This is shown in Figure 4.
From the supergravity side, we note that, both the p+1d SYM! 1+1d SYM transition
and the Matrix black hole ! Matrix string transition are correspondence regimes where the
geometry, that of a near extremal fundamental string and that of a black hole respectively,
has curvature at the horizon of order of the string scale [1]. On the other hand, the BFKS
transition is that of longitudinal localization of the supergravity solution [5].
We can now understand the observation of Susskind from the phase diagram of Figure 4.
From the interacting p + 1d SYM side, one can consider the eective box sizes (i.e. the
critical thermal wavelengths) as one approaches the various transitions. The eective box
size is dened by Tce  1, where as usual the temperature is determined from T  E=S.












The bound of Susskind (equation (3.5) of [6]) is simply that, starting with the p+ 1d SYM
phase at high temperature, one sees a transition to the Matrix black hole phase as the
temperature is lowered only if (in the IIA variables)
gs > N
−1=2 : (23)
This is clear from Figure 4.
Finally, we note that we assumed above that there exists a well dened matrix string
description for N < S. In this regime, the thermal wavelength on the Matrix string is smaller
than the UV cuto imposed by the discretized nature of the matrices. Our procedure may be
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equivalent to an analytical continuation of the matrix string phase into a regime where the
description may not be fully justied; this is in the same spirit as the extension of the Van
der Waals equation of state into the gas-liquid coexistence region, which one uses to identify
the emergence of the liquid phase[23]. For small enough coupling gs, we expect the Matrix
string to evaporate into a perturbative SYM gas, as shown on Figure 4. Furthermore, the
regime N < S is similar to the Hagedorn regime [24, 25], in that the temperature remains
constant as the system absorbs heat. We speculate that the N < S regime of the Matrix
string near the triple point is characterized by a coexistent phase of a string with SYM vapor.
We defer a detailed analysis of this issue to future work.
As a unifying probe for all the transitions, we observe that the ‘mass per unit charge’ q
dened in (1) scales on the various transition curves as
Matrix String-p+ 1d SYM Transition ! q−1  ge‘s
Matrix String-Coexistence Phase Transition ! q−1  ‘s
Matrix String-Black Hole Transition ! q−1  g2e‘s
Black Hole-p+ 1d SYM Transition ! q−1  g2=(9−p)e ‘s




From the point of view of the DLCQ string theory characterized by the parameters gs, ‘s
and N , this scaling on the transition curves is a non-trivial signature of a unifying framework
underlying the physics of criticality of the theory. Note also that the g2sN combination is
not the ’t Hooft coupling of the Matrix SYM description, equation (10); recall that gs is a
modulus of the torus compactication.
From the point of view of eld theory, the various transitions that we have identied
are predictions about the thermodynamics of 4+1d, 5+1d SYM on the torus well into non-
perturbative eld theory regimes.
4 Comments about charged phases
In this section, we will focus on the triple point, where the correspondence and localization
eects coincide, and present general considerations of relevance to singly and doubly charged
black holes. We will see that, at the critical point, charged black holes are characterized by
N=S > 1. For the singly charged case, by making use of ’t Hooft holonomies on the torus,
we will sketch a simple dynamical mechanism by which the system can cluster its SYM
excitations at the triple point so as to account for the ratio N=S.
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Let us begin by rephrasing part of our previous analysis in a slightly dierent language,
using the IMF formalism. Consider a black hole in D dimensions arising from M-theory on
T p+1, and dene D + p = 10. Denote the size of the M-theory circle by R, and suppose the
other circles have the characteristic sizes Ri as in Section 2. The horizon radius r0 of a black
hole of mass M is
rD−30 =
‘9pl






at the correspondence point where the horizon size is the string scale ‘2s  ‘
3
pl=R. To
reach the correspondence point for a given mass black hole, one tunes the string coupling
gs  (‘pl=R)3=2 while holding the size of the compactication torus (other than the M-theory
circle) xed in string units. Therefore let all the Ri = ‘s; one nds
M‘s  
d−1g−2s : (26)












To work at the triple point, we demand that the string coupling is tuned so that the
horizon size is of order the string scale, as dictated by the correspondence principle, and
that the black hole is placed in a small box and boosted to the black hole/black string
transition [2, 3, 4, 5, 26, 27], so that it can be described by matrix theory as a D-brane fluid.
At the latter point, the entropy of an uncharged black hole is related to the momentum
P = N=R of the boosted hole by SBH  N = RP . In terms of general relativity, the
eect of the boost is to expand the proper size of the box near the black hole so that it
‘just ts inside’. For a small box and a large black hole, the system is highly boosted at
the string/hole transition. In the IMF, the weak-coupling string that (according to the






where  is the length of the string, T is its temperature, Nosc is the oscillator excitation















where  is the rapidity of the boost needed to t the hole in the longitudinal box. The
temperature of emitted quanta must be the same as the temperature of the gas on the







Now the boost quantum N is the entropy of the black hole, as is the square root of the
oscillator number; the left-hand side is of order unity, and therefore the black hole is of
order the string size. This is a rephrasing of the observation (19) of Section 3, at the triple
point. Moving away from this point by boosting to N > S is a canonical operation; S  T
for a string, and  / N while T / 1=N . Note that the number of matrix partons in a
thermal wavelength of the matrix string at the correspondence point is always Ncl  N=S,
in agreement with the proposal of [14].
For a singly-charged hole, the mass, charge and entropy are given by





Q  G−1D r
D−3
0 shγchγ (33)
S  G−1D r
D−2
0 chγ





again equating this temperature with the string temperature (30) and setting the horizon







This implies that, for the charged case, even at the BFKS point, N=S > 1. This ratio
was interpreted in [14] as the size of clusters of partons making up the black hole phase.
6We remind the reader the IMF kinematics ELC Me− and P Me.
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Therefore, the charged black hole is to be described at the BFKS point as a gas of clusters
of size chγ.
We can see a mechanism for this dynamics with the following argument. Consider the
Matrix string limit of Matrix theory on T 2. Matrix string transverse excitations are stored
in the scalars of the 2 + 1 SYM, on the diagonal of the matrices, with the eigenvalues
sewn by boundary conditions involving the shift operator [28]. O-diagonal constant modes
describe the eect of the W bosons stretched between the strands of the string; their one-
loop fluctuations give the eective gravitational interaction of the bits of the Matrix string.
Given a holonomy describing a singly charged Matrix string phase, one can ask what is the
interaction potential between two points on the strands, or between two matrix elements on





This induces a holonomy on the 2-torus, with ’t Hooft style boundary conditions [29]. Ex-
tending these conditions onto the scalars X i, we get
X i = V kX iV −k (37)
X i( + ) = U lX i()U−l ;
with Uij = i;j−1, Vij = diag [exp(2i(m− 1)=N)], m = 1; :::; N ; and kl = 0Q=Ri = ‘sQ.
This conguration describes a system consisting of l strings, and requires the vanishing of
some of the o-diagonal elements between the matrix strands. This latter eect reduces the
strength of the interaction of the strings when the o-diagonal modes are integrated, by a Q
and l dependent factor. Modeling the system through the interaction of the zero modes, and
taking into account the multiplicity factor in the interaction resulting from the boundary















with K a numerical coecient independent of N and l. Applying the uncertainty principle
and the virial theorem [5] at the correspondence point r0  ‘s then yields the scaling
N
l
 chγ ; (39)
in agreement with (35); i.e., it is energetically favorable for the system to settle into a phase
of clusters of matrices of size N=S  chγ.
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Finally, a doubly-charged hole is obtained in the correspondence principle from a string
carrying both winding and momentum in compact directions. The IMF energy and the























S  G−1D r
D−2
0 ch γw ch γp ; (41)




ch γw ch γp
(42)
between the longitudinal boost quantum and the entropy. Note that S  N1=2osc;L + N
1=2
osc;R /
chγwchγp, while the Hawking temperature must be TH =
2TLTR
TL+TR
/ (chγwchγp)−1. A consis-





0 ch(γw  γp)
2
; (43)
so that the oscillator entropy agrees with the black hole entropy (41), and the Hawking
temperature determined from (40) is of the right order 7. We note that we have again
N=S > 1 at the triple point due to the presence of KK charges.
Thus, in general it is necessary that the matrix black hole consist of coherent clusters
of matrix partons even at the BFKS transition; and that, at the correspondence point, the
number of partons in a cluster is the same as the number of strands of the matrix string
lying within a thermal wavelength. Both of these facts support the analysis of [14].
7These expressions are somewhat dierent than those in [1]; the point is that one is free to adjust the
smaller of the two temperatures TL;R without appreciably aecting the entropy or the charges. Our choice
is compatible with the BPS limit r0 ! 0 with γw  γp and the charges xed, whereas the one in [1] does
not give vanishing TR.
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5 The interacting Matrix string
In this section, we come back to the neutral case, away from the triple point, attempting to
probe the dynamics in greater detail from the Matrix String side. In [14], it was argued that
the Matrix black hole phase, as a SYM eld conguration, can be thought of as a gas of S
clusters of D0 branes, the zero modes of the SYM, each cluster consisting of N=S partons.
The system is self-interacting through the v4=r7 interaction, or its smeared form on the torus.
This phase of clustered D0 branes may be an eective description, i.e. thermodynami-
cally strongly correlated regions of a metastable state; or more optimistically, it might be a
microscopic description associated with formation of bound states like in BCS theory. We
will try here to investigate the Matrix string dynamics so as to reveal the signature of the
clusters as we approach the correspondence curve. The aim is to identify a possible dynam-
ical mechanism for black hole formation, and determine the correspondence curve from such
a microscopic consideration.
In Section 5.1, we derive the potential between two points on the Matrix string; in view
of the Matrix conjecture, we can do this by expanding the DBI action of a D-string in
the background of a D-string. We then evaluate the expectation value of this potential in
the free string ensemble at xed temperature. In Section 5.2, we analyze the characteristic
features of the potential, particularly noting the bump for p = 4; 5 that we alluded to in
the Introduction. In Section 5.3, we comment on the dynamics implied by the potential,
particularly in regard to the phase diagram derived earlier.
5.1 The potential
In this section, we derive the potential between two points on the Matrix string by expanding
the DBI action for a D-string probe in the background geometry of a D-string. We then check
the validity of the DBI expansion, and evaluate the expectation value of the potential in the
thermal ensemble of highly excited Matrix strings. The details of the nite temperature eld
theory calculations are collected in Appendix A.
A IIA string in Matrix string theory is constructed in a sector of eld congurations
described by diagonal matrices, with a holonomy in ZN ; a nonlocal gauge transformation
converts this into ’t Hooft-like twisted boundary conditions on the transverse excitations of
the eigenvalues of the matrices, as described in detail in [28, 30, 31, 32]. The conclusion is
that the eigenvalues are sewn together into a long string, and a IIA string emerges as an
object looking much like a coil or ‘slinky’ wrapped on p. The self-interactions of this string
are described by integrating out o-diagonal modes between the well-separated strands.
Alternatively, making use of the Matrix conjecture, this eective action can be obtained
from supergavity, by expanding the Born-Infeld action of a D-string in the background of
18
a D-string. 8 We will follow this prescription to calculate the gravitational self-interaction
potential between two points on a highly excited Matrix string.













where we have assumed commuting matrices so that there is no ambiguity in matrix orderings
in the expansion, and gs is the dilaton vev at innity. We choose 
1 to have radius p, turn
o gauge and NS-NS fluxes,
Bab = Fab = 0 ; (45)
and choose the static gauge
X0 = 01 ; (46)
X1 = 11 :
A single D-string background in the string frame is given by [34]
ds210 = h
−1=2(−dt2 + dx2) + h1=2(d~x)2









(recall p is the torus dimension) and we dene D  7 − p. The string is taken to have no
polarizations on the torus, nor any KK charges. Here, we have followed the prescription in
[35, 36], where we T-dualized the D-string solution to a D0 brane, lifted to 11 dimensions,
compactied on a lightlike direction, and T-dualized the solution to the one above. The only
change is in replacing 1 + (r0=r)









8Note that, for D-string strands closer to each other than the Plank scale, the W bosons cannot be
integrated out of the problem; the physics is described by the full non-abelian degrees of freedom. We are
assuming here that this ‘UV’ physics does not eect the analysis done at a larger length scale.
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where we have made use of the needed dualities to express things in our IIA description.







1 + hK + h2V
1=2
− h−1 (49)





We note that, as the limit of the action indicates, we have made use of the ZN holonomy
























Let us check the validity of the DBI expansion we have performed. We would like to study
dynamics of the string squeezed at most up to the string scale, the correspondence point;














where brackets indicate thermal averaging at xed entropy S. It can be shown from the
results of the next section that
hV imax  hKi
2 ; (53)
and that hV i will have a denite maximum for all p. We now see from (49),(51),(52), and






S  Ng−1s : (55)
A glance at Figure 4 reveals that we are well within the region of interest.
The potential in this expression is the interaction energy between a D-string probe and
a D-string source. Using the residual Galilean symmetry in the DLCQ, and assuming string
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thermal wavelengths > p (the ‘slinky regime’), we deduce that the potential between two











Xr  X2 −X1: (57)
and KD is a horric numerical coecient we are not interested in.
Ideally, one should self-consistently determine the shape distribution of the string in the
presence of this self-interaction; however, this is rather too complicated to actually carry out.
To rst order in small gs, the eect of the potential is to weigh dierent regions of the energy
shell in phase space [37] by a factor derived from its expectation value in the free string
ensemble. We will discuss the dynamics in the presence of the potential in somewhat more
detail below. For now, in light of this weak-coupling approximation scheme, we would like
to calculate the expectation value of the potential in a thermodynamic ensemble consisting
of a highly excited free string with xed entropy S. From the Matrix string theory point of
view, this is essentially a problem in nite temperature eld theory, where we will deal with
a two dimensional Bose gas (ignoring supersymmetry; the fermion contribution is similar)
on a torus with sides pN and  = 1=T ,  being the period of the Euclidean time. Using
Wick contractions, we can then express the potential in terms of the free Green’s functions;












where D is a dimension dependent numerical coecient,
K12  K  −
0 hX1X2i  −
0G12 ; (59)
is the Green’s function of the two dimensional Laplacian on the torus, and Kzz12 is its double
derivative with respect to the z complex coordinate of the Riemann surface representing the
Euclideanized world-sheet. We refer the reader to Appendix A for the derivation of this
equation.
5.2 The thermal free string
The thermodynamic properties of the matrix string at inverse temperature  are determined
by the Green’s function of the Laplacian on the worldsheet torus of sides (; ), where
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Here  can be obtained from the free string thermodynamics of equation (30). All correlators
and their derivatives must eventually be evaluated on a time slice corresponding to the real
axis in the z plane.
Divergences will be seen in correlators due to innite zero point energies. The conven-
tional approach is to introduce a normal ordering scheme giving the vacuum zero expectation
value in such situations, i.e. throwing away disconnected vacuum bubbles. In our case, the
string has a classical background due to its thermal excitation. To renormalize nite T
correlators, we subtract the zero temperature limit from each propagator. This corresponds
to
hf(X)i  f( 
J
) lnZT [J ]! f(

J
) lnZT [J ]− f(

J








From the expression for Z[J ], we see that this amounts to correcting the Green’s functions
as
K ! KT −KT=0: (63)
This subtraction removes the divergent zero-point fluctuations of nearby points on the string,









































































































































































































Figure 5: −K as a function of the string separation parameter x; we see the change of
scaling from x2 to x.
















ln g ; (69)
with x here being real, and representing the equal-time separation between two points on
the string, x = x1− x2, as a fraction of the total length  (0 < x < 1). The asymptotics are
K ’
"
0Sx for 2  1
0

S2x2 for 2x 1
; (70)
The rst line is a well-known result of Mitchell and Turok [41] calculated originally using the
microcanonical ensemble. It shows random walk scaling
q
hR2i  N1=4osc x
1=2. The second line
is new and valid for small separations on the string; it is the statement that within the thermal
wavelength  of the the excited string, the string is stretched, scaling as
q
hR2i  N1=2osc x.
This is intuitively expected, as regions on the string within the typical thermal wavelength
will be strongly correlated in the thermodynamic sense. This change in the scaling is crucial
to what we will soon see in the behavior of the potential between strands. −K is plotted
in Figure 5.
Next, consider the derivatives of the correlators, evaluated on the real axis. We have





































































































































































Figure 6: Kzz as a function of the string separation parameter x; we see the flattening of the
correlation at large x. For small x, small relative stretching or motion is implied; for larger







Kzz ! 0; (73)

























(again we subtract the zero temperature part).






(5 + cos(2x))(csc(x))2 +O(22 )! 
0S2 for 2  1
0S4x2 for 2x 1
: (76)
Kzz is plotted in Figure 6 as a function of x.
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Figure 7: The potential as a function of x for dimensions p = 3 and p = 2.
5.3 The bump potential







S(8−D)=2x−D=2 for 2  1
S8−Dx4−D for 2x 1
: (77)
For p > 3, V12 ! 0 as x ! 0; at larger x, it decays as x−D=2. At the thermal wavelength







Note that in this expression the dimension dependence in the power of S conspires to vanish.
For p = 3, V12  S4 for x! 0, while for p < 3, V12 !1 for x! 0; in both of these latter
cases, the potential decays as x−D=2 for larger x.
The conclusion can be summarized as follows. For p = 4 and p = 5, there exists a bump
in the potential of height proportional to S4 at the thermal wavelength on the string; for
p = 3, the bump smoothes to a flat conguration where the dierence between the potential
at the thermal wavelength separation and at x = 0 is of order unity. Finally, for p < 3, the
bump disappears altogether and the potential blows up at the origin signaling the breakdown
of the description. This potential is plotted in various cases in Figure 2 of the introduction
and Figure 7.
The presence or absence of the bump is a result of two competing eects: First of all, the
increasingly singular short-distance behavior of the Coulomb potential (56) with increasing
dimension D; and secondly, the strong correlation of neighboring points on the string, which




 The bump occurs at separations of 1=S of a fraction of the whole length of the string;
in the matrix language, this corresponds to a bump about matrices of size N=S.
 The presence or absence of the bump as a function of the number of non-compact
space dimensions correlates with the observations of [13], given that in the DLCQ, the
light-like direction reduces the number of non-compact dimensions by one.
 As described in [14], a matrix black hole can be described by SYM excitations clustered
within matrices of size N=S, the location of the bump. Furthermore, we will shortly
reproduce, from scaling arguments regarding the dynamics of this potential, the two
correspondence lines determined from thermodynamic considerations above.
We then conclude that we have identied the characteristic signature of black hole formation
in the Matrix SYM.
5.4 Dynamical issues and criticality
The dynamics of this potential near a phase transition point is certainly complicated. In-
tuitively, we expect that as we approach a critical point, instabilities develop, an order
parameter fluctuates violently, perhaps related to some measure of the ZN symmetry; it is
reasonable to expect the characteristic feature of the potential, the conning bump, plays
a crucial role in the dynamics of the emerging phase. Deferring a more detailed analy-
sis of these issues to the future, let us try to extract from these results the scaling of the
correspondence curves.
First let us motivate the use of the expectation value of the potential in the free string
ensemble. We indicated earlier that this quantity is qualitatively related to the eect of the
interactions, assuming they are weak enough, on the energy shell in phase space covered by
the free string. The partition function becomes, schematically
Z  Tr eH0+V  ehV i0Tr eH0 ; (79)
so that phase space is weighed by an additional factor related to the expectation value of
the potential in the free ensemble hV i0. This is also similar to the RG procedure applied to
the 2d Ising model, where the context and interpretation is slightly dierent [37].










(Np) v12 ; (80)
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where we have integrated over one of the two intergals of the translationally invariant two-
body potential, and scaled v12 such that its maximum is of order 1, independent of any state
variables; however, the shape of v12 still depends on N and S. This expression represents
the interaction energy between two points on the coiled matrix string at xed separation −.
From the point of view of Matrix theory physics, the string’s fundamental dynamical degrees
of freedom are the windings on the coil; we expect a transition in the dynamics of the object
when there is a competition between forces on an individual winding. In the present case,
the two forces are nearest neighbor elastic interaction and the gravitational interaction. A
single string winding being wrapped on p worth of world-sheet, the maximum potential






and is due to its interaction with strands a thermal wavelength away. Its thermal energy









At stronger coupling, the forces due to the gravitational interaction dominate those of the
nearest neighbor stretching and decohere neighboring strands’ velocities. The free string
evaluation of the interaction, equation (58), is no longer valid; one expects a phase transi-
tion to occur. Equation (83) is our matching result of (20) between the string and p + 1d
interacting SYM phase. Here, we are assuming an analytical continuation of the Matrix
string phase to the region N < S in the phase diagram; our suggestion that this region is
associated with a coexistence phase is consistent with this procedure.
To account for the correspondence curve for N > S, we now recall that in the discussion of
clustered D0 branes of [14], the virial treatment of the v4=r7 interaction had to be corrected by
a factor in order to reproduce the black hole equation of state; the origin of this correction was
argued to be interaction processes between the clusters involving the exchange of longitudinal
momentum. Under the assumption that these eects are of the same order as zero momentum
transfer processes, a correction factor of N=S was applied. Using a chain of dualities, we can
quantify the eect of longitudinal momentum transfer physics by studying the scattering
amplitude in IIB string theory with winding number exchange. We do this in Appendix
B, where we nd that, for exchanges of windings up to order N=S, the winding exchange
generates an interaction identical to that of zero longitudinal momentum exchange; for higher
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winding exchanges, the interactions are much weaker. These winding modes, represent the
sections of the Matrix string within the thermal wavelength, N=S worth of D-string windings.
Thus we modify the v12 potential above by the factor N=S, which accounts in the scaling
analysis for the eect of longitudinal momentum transfer physics in the Matrix string self-
interaction potential. Applying the virial theorem between equation (82) and N=S times
equation (81) yields the Matrix string-Matrix black hole correspondence point at
S  g−2s ; (84)
as needed.
We can now interpret our results as follows. The bump potential accounts for the match-
ing of the string phase onto both N < S and N > S phases, one involving partons interacting
without longitudinal momentum exchange (the Matrix string-(p + 1d) SYM curve in Fig-
ure 4), and the other being the Matrix black hole phase of parton clusters of size N=S > 1
interacting in addition by exchange of longitudinal momentum (the matrix string/matrix
black hole correspondence curve of Figure 4). In the latter case, the location of the conning
bump correlates with matrices of size N=S. In the former case, the correlations are ner
than the UV matrix cuto; a better understanding of this latter issue obviously needs a more
quantitative analysis of the N < S Matrix string regime. This analysis further substantiates
the identication of the bump potential as the signature of black hole formation from Matrix
SYM, as well as justifying the new matrix string-p brane transition microscopically.
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Appendices
A Calculation of the potential
We need to evaluate
V 
*





in the nite temperature vacuum of the SYM. Let subscripts (123456) denote the argument
of X, e.g. X1  X(1). Writing Xr  X5 − X6, we will encounter in the numerator only










with the target indices i, j summed over; , , gamma are worldsheet indices ; and the
labels (1234) are set equal to 5 and 6 in various ways. By expanding the numerator of equa-





































































~J i  J i + 2i
p


















Kx  Kx5 −Kx6 (91)
f 2  K −K56 (92)
Here Kab means K(a− b), the Green’s function of the two dimensional Laplacian
Kab  −
0 hXaXbi ; (93)
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where the x subscript is integrated over and it is implied to be the argument of the J as









































T2  dK1K2K34 + dK3K4K12 +K1K3K24 +K1K4K23 +K2K3K14 +K2K4K13 (97)
T4  K1K2K3K4 (98)






















































where Ωd−1 is the volume of the d− 1 unit sphere.
Going back to (87), we need to dierentiate T1, T2 and T4, according to the map 1234!

































































We have used here the translational invariance and evenness of the Green’s function to
interpret the derivatives as dierentiations with respect to the argument i− j of the Green’s
functions (and therefore note some flip of signs); furthermore, we assume that K, K and
K are zero, i.e. because of subtraction of the zero temperature limits, or throwing away
bubble diagrams. This, it turns out, is not necessary for the potential we calculate, since
all expressions would have come out as dierences, say K12 −K
 ; it is just convenient for
notational purposes to throw them out from the start. We also note the identities K12 = K
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6 . For each term in equations (101)-(103), we have 16 terms associated
























Note that T2 and T4 cancelled; we have also dropped numerical coecients. There are three












































B Longitudinal momentum transfer eects
Consider the scattering of two wound strings in IIB theory with winding number exchange.
We will nd that, in the regime of small momentum transfer, the interaction is Coulombic
for resonances involving low enough winding number exchange, and much weaker otherwise;
furthermore, the Coulombic interaction is winding number independent, and the cumulative
strength of this potential suggests modifying the Matrix string potential by a factor of N=S
for N > S.
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For simplicity, consider the polarizations of the external states to be that of the dilaton,
and T-dualize the momentum in the compact direction to winding number. The resulting




Γ(1 + S0=4)Γ(1 + T0=4)Γ(1 + U0=4)
; (108)
























































This gives the amplitude
Am 
h
(S + T )4 + S4 + T 4
i Γ(−S0=4)Γ(−T0=4)Γ(−U0=4)
Γ(1 + S0=4)Γ(1 + T0=4)Γ(1 + U0=4)
: (110)
We want to accord winding n1, n2, n3 and n4 to the four strings, on a circle of radius R;
without any momenta along this cycle, we can extract easily this process from the amplitude
above by
s = S +M2 ; (111)














For large m1;m2, and small m, q
2 is the spatial momentum transfer between the strings
in the center-of-mass frame. Thus M  m, and we are in the non-relativistic regime
E2cm  q
2. From equations (111) and (112), we see that S  T . Using this and the
















where vrel is the relative velocity of strings 1 and 2 in the lab frame.
Equation (115) has poles at q2+m2 = 4n=0 with n  0. We consider scattering processes
probing distances r much larger than the string scale, qmax  1=r  1=‘s; we also assume
that it is possible to have R  ‘s, which we will see is necessary. Given that these poles
space the masses of the resonances by the string scale, the dominant term to the amplitude
is the one corresponding to the exchange of a wound ground state, i.e. the n = 0 pole.





The eective potential between the strings is the Fourier transform of this expression

























The result is a Coulomb potential, independent of m. The second case gives
V
(2)








which is weaker than V
(1)










In addition to a larger power in r, we have m  1; this interaction is much weaker than
(121),(122), especially after averaging over a range of winding transfers m.
We conclude that, for mr = Rr(n3−n2)=0  1, we have a Coulombic potential indepen-
dent of the winding exchange m; for mr  1, we have much weaker potentials. This implies
that in a gas of winding strings bound in a ball of size at most of order the string scale,
the dominant potential is Coulombic with a multiplicative factor given by w0  0=(Rr),
provided a mechanism restricts winding exchange processes to n3 − n2  n1 + n2.
The S-dual of this amplitude describes the scattering of wound D-strings at strong cou-
pling, with winding number exchange. Under a further T duality, and lifting to M theory,
this amplitude encodes a good measure of the eects of longitudinal momentum exchange in
the problem of a self-interacting matrix string. The bound on the winding number translates











i.e. the resolution in the longitudinal direction. We also note that, under this chain of
dualities, the string scale used to set a bound on the impact parameter r transforms as
0 ! 0, where the latter string scale is that of the matrix string. This justies our implied
equivalence between the scale of r and that of the size of the black hole.
In the single matrix string case we study, we saw that regions of size N=S were strongly
correlated and ‘rigid’ in a statistical sense. The self-interaction of the large string will
then involve processes of coherent exchange of D-string winding up to the winding number
N=S  N . For larger winding, the D-string is not coherent; one expects a suppression
both from the emission vertex and from the highly o-shell propagator. We saw above that
all such processes, up to N=S, are of equal strength and scale Coulombically. This implies
that the potential between the string strands calculated from the DBI expansion must be
enhanced by a factor of N=S for N > S, and justies the scaling arguments used in Section
5.4.
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